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Driving from Urbana to the USCIS branch office In Indianapolis takes about two hours,
depending on traffic. NOTE: Indianapolis is in the Eastern Time Zone, so it is ususally one
hour ahead of C-U. Your GPS may change the route based on current traffic patterns, but here is
one way to get there:
I-74 East to
I-469 North to
38th Street Exit
(Stay In Merge Lane of I-469 North as it’s the Exit-only lane for 38th St, the next exit after merging
onto I-469)
Merge onto I-65 to
Meridian Street Exit
(Off the exit ramp, though, at stop light, continue straight and cross over Illinois Street to next
intersection to Meridian Street)
There is an alternate route: your GPS May direct you to take I-74 East to Rt. 32 to I-65 to Meridian
Street, to avoid traffic.
Turn Right onto Meridian and the USCIS building will be immediately to the left.
Turn left at next street and you’ll see what they term the “Southeast Entrance” where you’ll enter:

PARKING
There is a parking lot with free parking for visitors, but do not park in spaces marked for Disciple of
Christ or US government vehicles. Facing the building from the parking lot, the Southeast entrance is
to the left:

There are disability parking spaces available nearer to the entrance, but no circle drop-off in
front of door for low-mobility visitors.

Just another view of parking lot looking from building, and near the entrance to lot.

If the parking lot is full or otherwise unavailable, you can park at a metered space on the
adjacent street east of the building. You can pay via card, coin or a downloadable parking
app. Here is a view of metered parking.

As you enter the building, a sign-in sheet is at the corner of the Information Desk. Only your
client(s) need to sign in, but you may have to help your client fill out and sign the sign-in sheet.
The Elevator bank is straight ahead:

The entrance to USCIS office is immediately off the elevator on 10th floor:

There may or may not be a line when you arrive, but you would queue up to enter to the left
for a security check, like at an airport. Make sure pockets are empty and make sure belt
with buckles are removed!
For biometrics appointment, once through security, you can just have a seat in the waiting area.
There is no need to check in. Restrooms are accessible from the office waiting area.
When leaving the building, be sure the client fills out the “Time Out” column in the sign in
sheet.
On return trip, get back on I-65 via Illinois Street and remain on I-65 N to Rt 32 West
(Lebanon/Crawfordsville Exit ?) back to I-74 West.
A NOTE ON DOCUMENTS TO BRING WITH YOU
Be sure to take copies of all documents you might need. If you are not sure whether or not you will
need a document, bring it along just in case. BRING COPIES, NOT ORIGINALS. Any documents
you hand over will not be returned.

